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SUMMARY

.4 motion picture oj the dewlopment tij knock in a spark-
ignititin engine is presented, which consists of90 photographs
taken at interd oj 6 microseconds, or at a Tale oj 200,000
photograph~ per second, m“th.an equizxzht wide-open expowre
time qf6.4microseconds jor each photograph. A motion pl”c-
ture oj a compltte combustion procew, including the develop-
ment oj knock, taken at the rate oj 40,000photograph per
second is also presented to astit the reader in orienting the
photographs oj the knock det-elopment taken at 200,000 jrames
per second. T!he photographs taken at W0,000 frames per
second are analyzed and the concision i~ made that the type
oj knock in the spark-ignition engine incoiring violent gas
n.bration om-~”nates as a selj-propagating didurbance starting
at a point in the burning or a utoigniting gases and spreading
out from that point through the incompletely burnt d gase$ at a
rate as tigh as 6800 jeet per second, or about tm.ce the speed oj
sound in the burned gases. Apwrent jormation ojjree carbon
particles in both the burning and the burned gas is observed
within 10 microseconds after passage of th knock disturbance
th.rouqh the ga$es.

INTRODUCTION

Photography has been used in the study of combustion
over a period of appro.ximritely60 years beginning with the
etrerakphotographs taken by M allarcl and Le ChateIier in
1883 (reference 1). Many investigators have used the photo-
graphic method for studying combustion in bombs and tubes
of various typea. (See reference 2 for specific mention of
some of the invest.igritions.) Streak photographs of com-
buatiou and knock in engine cylinders ha~e been taken by
Tilthrow and coworkers (references 3 to 7), b~ the Russian
investigators Sokolik and Yoinov (reference 8), and by
Rothrock and Spencer (reference 9). The first acturd
motion pictures of knock combustion in an engine cylinder
were presented by Withror and coworkers during the period
1936 to 1940 (references 10 to 13).

Photographs of nonlinocking combustion cycles also pre-
sented in references 10 to 13 -were taken at speeds up to
5000 photographs (or frmnes) per second, whereas the photo-
.grnphs of knocking combustion cycles were taken at 2250
frames per second. Mot ion pictures of knocking and non-
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knocking combustion cycles taken at about 2000 frames per
second -wereaIso presented by Rothrocli anclSpencer in 1938
(reference 9). The motion pictures ttdien at speeds of the
order of 2000 frames per second were fast enough to show
autoignition, or compression ignition, of the last part of the
fueI-air charge to burn but were not fast enough to show @
details of the knocking phenomenon. For that reason, early
in 1936, the ATAC?Aundertook the development of a camera
to take photographa of knocking combustion at the rate of
40,000 frames per second. The resulting high-speed camera
is clescribed in reference 14. Motion pictures of knocking
combustion taken -withthis camera are presenteclin references
2 and 15 to 19.

AIthough aut.oignition of the Iast part of the charge to burn
is often associated with knock, the pictures taken at 40,000
frames per second indicated that some phenomenon other
than autoignition is responsible for the vibration of the
combustion-chamber centents that gives rise to the ping asso-
ciated with knock. This phenomenon that sets up the gas
vibrations in the combustion chamber occurs within a time
interval of not more than 50 microseconds (references 16
and 18). The camera operating at 40,000 frames per second
takes only two photographs cluring an interval of 50 micro-
seconds. This camera has a very pronounced focal-plane-
shutter eflect (reference 14), which badIy distorts the records
of movements taking place within a time intervaI as short as
50 microseconds. In reference 2 some of the pictures -were
analyzed by a method that takes the focal-plane-shutter
tiect into account ancl, in spite of the inadequate picture-
taking rate, it was shown that the knocking phenomenon is
a self-propagating disturbance whose speed varies in different
cases from about the speed of sound in the combustion cham-
ber to about twice the speed of sound. SokoIik and Voinov
(reference 8) had preciously concluded from their streak
photographs that the knocking phenomenon is a detonation
w-me traveLing at about twice the speecl of sound in the
combustion chamber.

Because the high-speed camera was not fast enough to
produce a cIear picture of the development of knock, work
vras started in 1939 at the ATACA LangIey Field laboratory
on the development of a stiU faster camera. This work re-
sulted, early in 193!3,in the invention of a new opticaI system
ent.ireIyunlike the optical system of the high-speed camera
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described in reference 14. The camera that has been
constructed according to the new opticaI principle will be
designated hereinafter the ultra-high-speed camera in con-
tradistinction to the older 40,000-h-ame-per-second camera
which, as in the past, will be designated the high+peed
camera. Credit should be given to Alois Ersek, Jr., and
h’ewell D. Sanders of the NACA technical stafl for valuable
suggestions in the design of the ultra-high-speed camera.

The ultra-high-speed camera was constructed at the NACA
Ames Iaboratmy in 1941. Attempts were made to operate
the camera at the Langley Field laboratory in 1942 and at
the Cleveland laboratory from 1943 to the present time. A
number of serious difficulties were encountered in the opera-
tion of the camera and its operation is not yet regarded as
entirely satisfactory. One motion picture of the knocking
phenomenon has been obtained, however, at the rate of
200,000 frames pm second. The present”paper presents “and
analyzes this single motion picture.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Combustion apparatus,—Tbe single knocking combustion
cycIe that is the subject of this report occurred in the same
combustion apparatus that was used in the experiments
presented in references 2, 9, and 15 to 19. A diagrammatic
sketch of this apparatus is given in figure 1; the apparatus
has been described in rcforences 9 and 16.

k in previous imwstigations, the combustion apparatus
was driven at the test speed by an eIectric motor and was
fired for only one cycle. During the onc power eyclc of W
engi.ge a single charge of fuel was iujcctwl on the intake
stroke, a single spark was produced at the spark plug, ntd a
seriesof photographs of the knocking phenomenon was takcn.

Engine operating conditions,-The engine operating con-
ditions for the combustion cycle studied were as follows:
Engine cooIant temperature, ‘F--------- ------------------ 250
Compremi6n ratio ---------------------------------------- 7
En@nes~ed, rpm--------------------------------------- 5(IQ
Fuel-air ratio (approximte)------------------------------- (1.0S
Spark timing, deg B. T. C. -------------------------------- .27

Only one spark plug was used, in position G in th cylinder
head. (See fig, 1.) The fuel used was a blend of 70 percenb
S-3 reference fuel with 30 percent M-2 rcfercncc fuel. ‘

Setup for schlieren photography,—The optical setup for
schheren photography was somewhat difl’crent from thaL

used for the work of references 2 and 15 to 19 but pmduccd
practically the same results. In the cmlicr work a fairly
sensitive scllieren system was used. Tho mirror on tlw
piston top (fig. 1) forms a part of the opticul system und,
inasmuch as it is impossible to constrain this mirror from
shifting its angular position bemuse of piston slap, considrr-
ab~e difficulty has been encountered with llw sensitive
schlieren system. For that reason and bwaum the scnsitivo
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sohlieren system recently had been found unnecessary in
work with the high-speed camera, the optical setup was
modified to the form shown in figure 2. In this form of
the opticaI setup, light from the source (a gas-fled flash
tube for the uht-high+peecl photographs presehted herein)
passes through the schlieren lens from right to left’ #Id. is
brought into approximate parallelism by this Iens. The
light then is reflected from the external mirror through the
glass windows in the cylinder head to th~ *P of the piston.
The mirror on the piston top returns the Ilglit to the extermd
mirror from which it passes back through the sc+dierenlens
from left to right. As the light passes through the schlieren
lens from Ieft to right it is refracted by this lens so as to
form an image of the light source on the camera lens. The
camera lens refracts the light in such a mamneras to produce
an image of the combustion-chamber contents on the film
in the camera.

In any part of the combustion chamber in which com-
bustion is not taking place, the Iight passes through practic-
ally unaffected. Such parts of the combustion chamber,
as photographed by the camera, consequently appear as
white regions on the positive prints. In any part of the
combustion chamber where burning is taking place, how-
ever, the light rays seem to be thoroughly scattered; the
scldkren lens is therefore not able to focus the light rays
on the camera lens after they have passed through the com-
bustion zones. The combustion zones, for this reason, show
up on the positive prints as bIack regions. (All photographs
reproduced in this paper are positive prkrh+ --

Ultra-high-speed camera.—The ultra-high-speed camera
does not have a focaI-plane shutter as does the high-speed
camera described in reference 14. The optical characteristics
of the shutter of the ultra-high-speed camera are the same as

those of a conventional betweer-the-lens shutter. The
distortion of high-speed phenomena, -which caused the
difEcuIty in interpreting photographs taken with the high-
speed camera, is therefore absent. There is some omr-
lapping of e.xposurcs,as shown in @u.re 3. This figure shows
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Fmmw 3.–Vsrfatfonwfththneof fntensityof light focuwi on Mm by uha-high-speed
camera for several mot!a-ptcture frames.

the variation with time of the intensity of the light focused
on the film for each of seved successive frames. The curves
of figure 3 are directly applicable when the camera is operated
at 200,000 frames per second; operation at any other speed
would in-roIve only a change of the time scaIe of the figure.
As maybe determined from the figure, about 60 percent of the
integrated intensity-time product for any one frame occurs
within the 5-microsecond interval allottcd for that frame,
whereas 20 percent of the integrated product falls within
each of the 5-microsecond intervals sJlot.tecI to the preceding
and succeeding frames. The equivalent wide-open time of the
shutter is 6A microseconds with operation at 200,000 frames
per second.

PRESENTATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS

GZNZRAL VIEW OF P1-fO’rOGZAP~t3

Figure 4 shows the pictures of the knocking phenomenon
taken at 200,000 frames per second as a series of 20 stall
pictures. The photographs were taken in the order from left
to right across the top row, then from le}$~toright across the
second row, and so on. Hereinafter inchmdual frames in the
series will be designated frame A–1, meaning t,h~first frame
of the fit row, frame B–3, meaning the third frame of the
second row, and so on.

The 20 frames of figure 4 represent only a small fraction of
the total combustion process. For this reason figure 5 hm
been provided to assist the reader in the orientation of
figure 4. Figure 5 is the same shot of kno@.ng combustion
taken at 40,000 frames per second that was published as figure
10 in reference 2 and as figure 11 in reference 19. Figure
5 is not a photograph of the same combustion cycle as that
of @yre 4 but is a photograph of a somewhat similar cycIe.
The combustion cycle shown in @e 5 diffem from that of
@ure 4 in the fact that two spark plugs were fired, one at
position F and the other at position G (see fig. 1), whereas
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FIGURE4.—Knocking phenomenon photographed at 210,UWlframes psr second with uIt$a-high+@ camcm.
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FIGCEE5.–Kuock[ng cwmbust[on cycle photographed at 40,1M0frames perqnd. (&e references 2and 19,figs. 10and 11,_tIvely.)

only the spark plug in G position was used for the combustion
process shown in figure 4. In figure 5, the flame from the
spark plug in F positiofi first comes into view between
frames A-4 rmd A–10. The flame from the spark plug in
G position becomes cledy visible in the first.few frames of
row B and is faintly visible in the Mer frames of row A.
In the frames of rows A through C the two flames merge and
progress welI into the field of tiew. Up to about the end
of row C the flame appears as a solid clark cloud. In frames
D–5 to D–16 of the figure a dark streak appears, which is
due to faulty processing of the film ancl shoukl be ignored.
In frames D–17 to D–21 and the frames of row E the flame
no longer appears as a soIid dark cloud; ~nsteml a white
spot deveIops tithin the flame nncl gradually grows larger.
By the time the conditions of frame F-13 are reached this
white spot has grown till it includes most of the flame. ‘l%k
white region within the flame probably represents the portion
of the flame in which normal combustion is complete,
whereas the dark regions represent the portions of the flame
in which combustion is in progress. In frame F–13 the
dark cloud extending from the upper central part of the

frame downward to the lower right portion of the frame .._
probably represents burning gases as does the diu-k C1OUCIin
the lower left corner of the frame. This fact has been
indicated by the work of references 18 and 20. The white
region to the right of the dark cloud in frame F-13, of course,
represents gases that have not yet been ignited, or. what is
commonly referred to as the “end gas.” In the frames from
F–13 to F–21 autoignition begins in the end gas as shown-by
the bIack dots that develop in the end gas in these frames. ___
In frames G–1 to G-1 O these black spots of autoig&tion
gradually become larger until, in frame G–1O, they fill the
entire end zone. In frames G–11 a.nclG–12 knock occurs.
In reference 2 the knock that appears in frames G–11 and
G–12 rias showm to be a progressi~e disturbance traveling
at a sFeed of the order of the speed of sound in the burned
gasw.

‘Mth reference again to the u]tra-high-sqmedphutcgraphs
of @ure 4, the five frames shown in row A of this figure were
taken at about the same stage of the combustion ~rccees as
frame G–1O of figure 5; The entire series of 20 frames
shown in figure 4 covers the same strtgcsin the ccrc Imstion.. ..—.
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and knocking process m frames G-1 O through G–13 of
figure 5; the dark combustion zone disintegrates in the 20
frames of figure 4 and aIso in frames G-1 O through G-13
of figure 5. Whereas in frame G–1o of figure 5 the autoig-
nited end zone appears as a dark cloud covering the right
and upper portions of the fr~me, in the frames of row A
of figure 4 the burning end zone appears as a dark cloud
covering the right and lower portions of the frame (the
region marked F in frame A-3 of fig. 4). The region desig-
nated B in frame A–3 of figure 4 represents the gases in
which combustion has been completed before the exposure
of the frames of row A. The Iine of demarcation R (frame
A-2), between the white or gray portions of these frames and
the dark burning portions, represents not the front of the
flame but the rear edge of the burning zone. The direction
of flame travel is indicated by the arrow in frame A-1 of
the figure.

Photographs were not taken far enough in advance of thd
frames of figure 4 to determine whether autoignition oc-
curred. On the basis of observation of severd-huidred
previous shots taken at 40,000 frames per second, however,
it is believ-e.dthat the dark region designated F in the frames
of row A of figure 4 does represent,burning gases, whether
these gaseswere ignitad by the flame front or by autoignition,
and that this dark region is not due to some unforeseen
extraneous cause.

Careful comparison of frames A-1 through B–1 in figure
4 will reveal no very marked difference between any two
successive frames except as to tie quality of the definition.
Frames A-1, A-3, and A–5 are rather badly blurred. Frames
A–2, A-4, and B-1 are much more sharply defined. This
alternate blurring and sharpening in these frames is a cbmac-
teristic int.roclucedby the camera, which it is believed can be
eliminatid as further work is done with the camera. In
contrast to the negligible change that occurs between any
two successive frames from frame A-1 to B–1, a marked
ohange occurs between frames B-1 and B–2, between frames
B-2 and B-3, and between frames B–3and B-4. The change
between frames B-1 and B–2 consists in the development of

a very apprecialie whitened region in the combustion zono
as seen in frame B-2. This whitened region was very much
leswapparent in frame B–1 and in each of [he frames of row
A. Two white arrows have been drawn on frame B-2, each
arrow pointing at. the cenler of the whi~ened region r~forrcd
to. The continued disintegration of tlm dark c~$bustion
zone in frames B-3 and B-4, m compared with framo B-2,
is very plain. Because of the extreme rapidity of the chngcs
occurring between the exposura of succesaivo frames in rol!r
B ‘of figure 4; it is believed that- the phenomenon of knock
began during the exposures of these frames.

A startling conclusion appears evident. from the fmmcs of
row B of figure #“namely, that titleast in thii case tho knoc?s-
ing pbenomeno%”started at the rear edge of t.hocombustion
zone. This evidence reinforces a conclusion made in refer-
ence 18 from a study of the photographs taken at 40,000
frames per second to the effect that knock apparen[ly origi-
nates O-tdyin a part of the fuel-air charge lhuL has been
previously ig~ted, either by autoignition or by passage of
the flame front, but which has not burned to completion,

APPARENTSPEED OF EPIOCEINGDISTURBANCETHIIOUGH BURNING
GASES

.-.

In figure 6 the “five frames of ro}ti B from fig-m 4 hiivc
been reproduced and used to determine the apparrn~ sped
of the. knocking disturbance through the burning gases.
Th~ line of demarcation R~-l between the burning gas and
the burned gas has been accentuhv-1 by a black line drawn
in the list frame of figure 6. This same demarcation linc,
obtained from the first frame of tho figure, has also l.wcJI

drawn on each of the other frames of the figure. AIl whita~-
ing or graying of the combustion zone to the righ~ of tho
black line in any frame of the figure has been assumed to bo
caused by the knock reaction and th~ whitening or grayiig
has further been assumed to indicate the full extent of Lhc
knocking disturbance in any frame of the figure. It] mch
frame after the first, horizontal straigh~ lines havo been
drawn marking the upper and lower limits of the whitening
or graying, respectively, of the combustion zone. The dis-

B-l B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5
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tance between the two horizontal I&s has been designated
& 13,l,, and 1, in frames 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, of the
figure. The value of 1*has been assumed equal to zero in
the first frame of the figure. The difference between the
values of 1 in any two successive frames may be considered
to represent the combined upward and downward travel of
the knocking disturbance that occured in the time interval
between the exposures of the two successive frames. The
foUowing velocities Vhave been determined for the knocking
disturbance according to the equation

Frames: velocityOf!umcktn
fdlstnrbancs, (fthsc

1-2----------------------------- 9200
2-3----------------------------- 4200
3-4----------------------------- 6900
4-5_____________________________ 1200

The average of the fit three velocities determined is
nearly 6800 feet per second. This value checks very well
-with the speed of about 2000 meters per second determined
by Sokolik and J’oinov (reference 8) and with the highest
speeds determined in reference 2. This speed is fully as
great as should be espected for a true detonation wave.

The fourth velocity determined, between frames 4 and 5
of figure 6, is comparatively very 10W. Moreover, compari-
son of the frames of rows C and D of figure 4 with frame B–5
of that figure reveals no evidence of a progressive disturbance
such as is apparent in frames B–2, B–3, and B-4. The dark
combustion zone doea gradually disintegrate in the frames of
rows C and D of the figure. This disintegration of the dark
combustion zone is many times more rapid than the disin-
bgration that would occur with nonknocking combustion.
(See references 16 to 18.) It is, however, much slower than
the disintegration of portions of the combustion zone that is

seen in frames B-2, B–3, and B-4 and it. appears to be quite
homogeneous throughout the combustion zone, not showing
the progressive tendency in the spatial sense that is seen in
frames B-2, B-3, and B-4.

It is not fully understood why a spatially progressive dis-
turbance (presumably a detonation wave) causes complete
disintegration of portions of the combustion zone but only
causes a homogeneous speeding up of the combustion in the
other parts of the combustion zone. It seems possible that
those portions of the combustion zone that disintegrated in
frames B-2, B-3, and B-4 may have been the only parts of
the zone in a sufficiently advanced stage of combustion to be
detonatable. When the detonation wave passed beyond the
limits of the detonatable gases, it may have degenerated into
an adiabatic shock wave. This shock wave may have had
the effect of speeding up the combustion and perhaps in some
way changing the nature of the combustion in the remaining
incompletely burned gases. Another poyible explanation of
this phenomenon is presented under CARBON FORMATION.

BFFECT OF KNOCKING DISTURBANCEON BURNED GASES

When the photographs taken at 200,000 frames per second
are projected on the screen as motion pictures, two very
high-speed waves are visible traveling one after the other..... ..
out through the burned gases away from the center of the
knocking disturbance just after knock occurs. The fit of
the two waves through the burned gas after the occurrence
of knock is indicated in figure 7, -which, Iilie figure ~. .is_a
reproduction of frames B-1 to B–5 of figure 4. In figure 7,
however, dashed black Iines have been drawn in frames
2, 3, and 4 outIining blurred regions that appear in the
burned gas. T~e definition of the photographs is not
suftlc.iently good that the blurred regions can be outlined
with absolute certainty. The authors, however, have had
the advantage of observation of the photographs again and
again as motion pictures projected on a screen and they

B-i B-2 B-3 B -4 B-5

c -A7623
10-f 47

Fimm i.—Appsrant propagationofprimarywavethroughburned@w duringearlieststagesofknockdevelopment
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also have the advantage of direct obseuation of the original
photographs, which are inmcitably of better quality than the
printed reproductions, It is believed that the dashed out-
lines shown in figure 7 represent the first wave seen traveling
out through the burned gas in the projected motion pictures
with an inaccuracy not greater than a small percentage of
the wave travel between successive frames.

The Ieftward extremity of the dashed outline in frame 3
of figure 7 is considerably farther to the left than in frame 2.
Likewise the Ieftward extremity of the dashed outline in
frame 4 is considerably farther to the left than in frame 3.
The leftward travel of the extremity of the outline between
frames 2 and 3 and between frames 3 and 4 appears to have
been at a velocity of about 6500 feet per second. This
value checks welI with the average speed determined in the
burning gas from figure 6. .

The second of the two waves that travel out through the
burned gas after the start of knock is indicated in figure 8.
The frames. of figure 8 are frames B–5 to. C-4-of J@re 4.
Darkened and blurred regions in the burned gases are out-
lined in figure 8 with dashed black lines. 13etweanframes
1 and 2 (order number refers to arrangement in fig. 8, not
arrangement in row C of fig. 4) and between frames 2 and 3
the Ieftward extremities of the dashed outlines traveled
toward the left with velocities of about 5800 and 5400 feet
per second, respectively. Between frames 3 and 4- ancl
between frames 4 and 5, the rightward extremities of the
dashed outlines traveled to the left with a veloc.it.yof about
7000 feet per second (not very definite between frames 3 and
4 but apparently at least 7000 fi+ec in this case), The
average of the four determinations for the second wave
through the burned gas is about 6300 feet per second, less
than the av&age of 66oO feet per second for the first wave
by an amount not greater than the probable error of the
determinations.

Evidence of two successive waves, traveling through the
burned gas, each at a velocity about twice the speed of sound,

1 2 “3
(B-5) (c-l) , (c-2)

is confusing. It is difficult to believe that my cxplosivo
chemical reaction could occur in the lmrncd gys that wouhl
release enough energy to support a violent detmnation wave.
It is still more diflicult to believe that two explosive chmical
reactions could occur in the burned gas, onc nfter the other,
each releasing enough energy to support a viohmt dctonat ion
wave. According to hydrodynamic theory (rcfcrenccs 21
and 22), a stable detonation wave traveling through the
burned gas at 6300 feet per second would require an rnrrgy
release roughly equal to the entire hinting value .of the furl.

Wavw of transverse deflection of t.hcmirror cm the piston
top are h possible explanation of the two apparcmt waves
traveling through the burned gases. Such waves in mirrors
following knock have actually been ohscrved in pllotugmphs
taken at 40,000 frames per second but not yet publishw].
‘il%en the photographs of figure 4 arc projected on thc
motion-picturo screen, the visual impression i9 thut the waw.s
through the burned gases are actuully gas vmvcs. Lhtil
definite evidence is available, however, that tlwsc waves
cm.not be transverse waves in the glass, speculation ubout
their significance as gas waves wfll probably not bc very
fruitful.

CARBON FORMATIO?J

Black spots, probably free carbon particlcs formed by
the knock reaction, are clearly visible in fmmr B-5 and the
frames of rows C and D of figure 4, Throughout this rl~port
these spots, und similar spots in other figures, will bc rofcrrcd
to as “carbon particles” with the understanding that t.ho
identity of the spots as carbon particles has not been scirn-
tiflcally proved. It is the authon’ feeling, from study of
the figures of this report and numerous previous phologmphs
taken at 40,000 frames per seconcl, that ctirbon particlcs arc
by far the most likely esTlanation of the spots. l’hrough-
out the frames of row D of figure 4, the extreme right edge
of the frame remains dark, possibly l.Jccauscof a heavy con-
centration of carbon particles ncm the. chamber wall. Frco

4 5

76/7:2:

FIOUIIE8.–Apparent propagation ofaccondary wave through burned gaeesduring Iater atiges ofknock development.
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carbon particles have not generally been observed in the
photographs taken at 40,000 frames per second, probably
because the externally supplied light used in the taking of
those photographs nearly matched the incandescence of the
carbon particles. The carbon particles are visible, however,
as brilliant white spots in a few of the photogmpbs taken a-t
40,000 frames per second, notably figure 8 of reference 16
(same as fig. 6 of reference 2). It is clear from the figure of
reference 16 and other unpublished photographs of knocking
combustion taken at 40,000 frames per second, that free
carbon is formed in the cylinder charge within 25 micro-
seconds after the presage of the knock disturbance through
the charge. For the photographs of figure 4, the exposure
time and the lens aperture were so smalI that the incan-
descence of the carbon part,icles did not photograph. The
externally supplied light was so brilliant thtit the carbon
particles show up in the photographs as dark shadows.

A few carbon particles -were formed “h the combustion
cycle of figure 4 welI before the knock disturbance began, for
example, the two particl= designated Cl in frame B-1.
(Some carbon particles may be formed, of course, even with
nonknocking combustion.) The number of carbon partick,
however, increasesrnanyfold in row C of &ure 4 after passage
of the knock disturbance through the charge. These
particles show up as smalI black dots in the frames of row C
and to some extent in frame B–5. In the frames of row D,
however} each of the carbon particles smears out to form a
line about 1/4 inch long (actual combustion-chamber scale)
extending in the direction of the gas motion. (The incan-
descent spots of carbon seen in fig. 8 of reference 16 were in
the form of slender streaks.) Apparently the carbon par-
ticks have sufficient inertia that they are temporarily left
behind by the mass motion of the gas=. The visible par-
ticles are probably feathery conglomerations of much smaller
particles. & the gases move by the visi$le particles at high
speed in the frames of row D, successive outer layers of the
smaller particles may be sheared off and carried along with
the moving gases with the final result that each visible par-
ticle is drama out into a long slender streak. The carbon
particles may also serve as nuclei for the precipitation of
additional carbon from the gases flowing by. The precipita-
tion of additional carbon during the formation of the streaks
seems likely because the density of the streaks appe’ars to be
as great as the density of the original black dots and the
width of the streaks appems M great as the diameters of the
OrigiIl~ black dots.

It is interesting to note that-many of the carbon particles
are formed in the gases that were burned before passage of
the seLf-propagat.ingknock reaction. Some of these spots
me formed early enough in the processj and far enough from
the burning zone, to preclude any possibility that they are
actually formed in the burning gases and physicrdly carried
into the position of the burned gas. The particle designated
Cz in frame D-4 of figure 4, for example, is alre~dy visible in
frame B-5 in the original photographs, though this spot may
not reproduce well enough to be visible in the printed figure
in fmme B-5. This carbon particle was formed in frame
B-5 not more than 20 microseconds after the beginning of
the knock disturbance (frame B–1 or B–2) and not more than
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10 microseconds after the passage of the knock distWb_~ce
tbro~~h the location of the particle C2 in frame B–3. (See _
fig. 7.)

,
NATURE OF SELF-PROPAGATING KNOCK REACTION

The hydrodynamic theory of stable detonation waves
requires a positive motion of the reacted gases immediately
behind the cletonation front in the direction of motion of .
the detonation wave and at a speed equal to the speed of the
detonation wave minus the speed of sound in the burned gas.
Throughout the entire course of the knock investigations
macle with the high-speed camera at 40,000 frames per
second, which covered a period of o-ver 5 years and included
hundreds of motion pictures of knocking combustion, no
etidence has ever been found of a mass motion of the gases
caused directly by the passage of the lmoc~w disturbance
through the gases. Mms motion of the gases has always
been evident in the form of a vibration of the gases, which

is responsible for the knocking sound, but this vibration has
ah-rays appeared to get under -way after the knock bturb- .
ante passed completely through the charge. Any con6gura-
tions visible before the occurrence of knock in either the .
burned gases or the burnirg gases, if they remained visible
after the knock disturbance had passed through theml__
appeared entidy unmoved physically by the passage of the
knock disturbance. The impression that the gases are not
noticeably set in motion by the passage of the original knock
reaction is unrdtered in the ultra-high-speed pictures pre-
sented in the figures of this report.

Upon examination of the frames of figure 6, au con&ura-
tions of the burning gases (to the right of the demarcation
line RB.1) that are visible in more than one frame of the
figure -willbe seen to occupy the same position in one frame
as in another, relative to the demarcation ltie. hTone of
them show any etidence of ha-ring been moved physically
by the passage of the detonation -wave. Small carbon
particles appear at various points throughout the field of
view in the frames of rows B ancl C of figure 4. ~though thq .._.,
detonation wave passed through the charge ~ the frames O!
row B, the carbon particles do not, show evidence of motion
until the frames of row D in which the mass motion of the
gas finally gets under way and causes the particles to smear
out into streaks. This mass motion of the gas, getting under
way in the frames of row D, appems too late to ha~e been
caused directly by the spatially progressive disturbance seen
in frames B–2, B–3, and B-4. The mass motion occurred
immediately after the gradual disintegration of the dark...-— —
combustion zone that is seen in frames B–5 to D–2. The
motion was therefore probably caused by a local high pres-
sure produced by the reaction responsible for this gracIual
disintegration of the dark combustion zone.

The photographs taken at 40,000 frames per second are
too slow and those taken at 200,000 frames per second are
too indistinct to allow a quite definite conclusion that the
knocking detonation wave does not have the follow-through
velocity that should be expected of a stable detonation -wave.
The authors do not feel, however, that the absence of the
foIlow-through velocity would cast doubt upon the correct-
ness of the conclusion that some kind of a detonation wave
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actually does occur. The theoretical possibility of unstable
detonation waves traveling at a speed higher than that of
the stable detonation wave corresponding to the same energy
release has been indicated by Becker (reference 21). He
cited experiments by Kast (reference 23) in which such un-
stable detonation waves were produced with a number of
explosives. Such unstable detonation waves should prob-
ably not be expected to show the same follow-through motion
as the stable detonation wwve. Wster-condensation waves,
apparently involving condensation of water but no chemical
reaction, have been observed in the flow of humid air through
supersonic nozzIes by Hcrmann (reference 24) and in un-
published NACA records. These stationary waves appare-
ntly involve much less change of velocity of the air mass
than do stable detonation wuves in explosive gas tiYtures.

A self-propagating reaction might occur, moreover; in which
the propagation is not caused by a shock wave but by the
diffusion of chain carriers of low molecular weight. In such
a case the average carrier would travel a distance equal to
the mean free path and would bypass most of the gas mole-
cules; the propagation rate would depend cm the speed of
the carriers rather than on the dynamics of a shock wave.
Lewis (reference 25) has previously proposed the idea that
propagation rates of detonation waves may be governed by
the velocities of certain carriers involved in a chain reaction
and has succeeded in naming suitable c.arriemfor detonations
of a number of substances. Cowling (reference 26) has
presented a.mathematical discussion”of the tiect of diffusion
on the propagation of shock waves.

Until more definite evidence isavailable as to the existence
of a follow-through velocity, the simplest and most logical
interpretation of the photographs of .ihis report and of
reference 2 seems to be that the type of knock involving gas
vibrations is caused by some type of detonation wave origin-
ating at random at some point within the burning or auto-
igniting gases and spreading out k W directions from the
point of origin at a rate ranging from the speed of sound
in the burned gases to twice the speed of sound in the
burned gases.

CON CLUSION S

The present paper k based entirely on a singlephotographic
shot of the knock phenomenon taken at the rate of 200,000
frames per second, AU conchwions should therefore be
regarded as tentative untiI it is possible to supplement the
study with additional photographs. The conclusions w-my
probably be regarded as definite for the single knocking
cycle studied but they cannot, of course, be regarded as
generally applicable to all knocking cycles. The tentative
conclusions that seem justilied by the appearance of the
photographs are as follows:

1. The type of knock in the spark-ignition engine involving
violent gas vibration ori@ates as a self-propagating di~
turbance starting at a point in the burning or autoigniting’
gases and spreading out from that point through the incom-
pletely burned gases at a rate as high as 6800 feet per second,
or about twice the speed of sound in the burned gases.

2. Apparent free carbon particles are formed in both {ho
burning and the burned gases within 10 microseconds after
passage of the knock reaction through the g~~ses.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY (20WIITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, April 10, 194(i.
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